Two arrested
OC keggers raided

by Pam Degnan
and
John M. Higgins

Two separate arrests occurred at off-campus parties last night in the ND/SMC off-campus neighborhood, an area described by South Bend city officials as "a fragile neighborhood."

An undercover policeman disguised in a gray Notre Dame sweatshirt appeared at the door of a private Finance Club cookout (1512 South Bend Ave.), claimed he was a finance major and gave his two dollar donation to the girl who was collecting the money at the door, according to Dave Mikkelson, a senior finance major who was at the party.

Mikkelson described the events that followed as "something fragile."

"Suddenly this guy dressed in an ND shirt said he was with the police department. With Mikkelson, according to Tracy Finn, who was also present at the party. When Finn questioned whether the student lived in "a plain view," one of the officers responded, "It's a private area." And the police officer pointed to Mikkelson.

"The party was described as being "very sedate," according to Mikkelson, other residents did not seem "to be in plain view," according to the police. One of the officers reported "an alcoholic beverage in plain view.

Captain Benninghoff of the SBPD later commented that "neighbors did not voice complaints against the party."

At the party the students repeatedly asked, "Who are you busting us?" And the officers repeatedly answered, "no comment." Again, the students persisted asking if the raid was prompted by Mayor Parent. And again they were answered with, "no comment.

The second arrest occurred at a private party on Notre Dame Avenue. Buddy Fritz, a Notre Dame senior, was arrested on the same charges in her 920 Notre Dame Avenue home. Fritz said that she had applied for the proper permit from the City of South Bend early yesterday and was refused because the party was to be held in a "fragile neighborhood."

She then decided to reduce the size of the party, serving 10 kegs instead of the 60 she had earlier planned, and moved the party somewhere confidential. At approximately 10 p.m., two "suspicious types" who turned out to be an undercover detective and an assistant city attorney, came to the door.

And the police officers were police.

According to Fritz, five minutes later "a parade" of police

Two off-campus parties were raided by the South Bend Police. (photo by Tim Keough)

Students give proposals to Trustee Committee

by Paul Maday

Editor-in-Chief

Notre Dame student government leaders yesterday expressed their concern over the amount of social space on campus, and proposed the building of a new student center. The proposal was made in the annual spring meeting between the student leaders and the Student Affairs Committee of the Board of Trustees.

Executive Coordinating Don Murray, speaking on behalf of student government, presented the eight-page proposal and

Security guard's resignation touches off student protest

by Betty Roland

Staff Reporter

The resignation of ex-Main Gate Security Guard Steve Marozan Tuesday has led to virulent reaction by many students acquainted with Marozan. Opposition to the release of what they consider to be one of the greatest assets on the South Bend campus has been voiced in petitions being circulated for Marozan's reinstatement.

The purported reasons for the pressure to resign include Marozan's judgment, tactfulness, and his inability to work with fellow employees harmoniously. Marozan's claim is that competitiveness within the members of the Security force as well as his popularity among students were the root causes of the pressure from Security Director Glenn Terry for him to resign.

According to Frank Marcinkowski, a junior from Pang-
Weather

Partly sunny today and tomorrow. Highs both days in the upper 60s. Fair skies tonight. Lows in the mid 40s. Fair and mild Sunday through Tuesday. Lows 65 to 75. Lows 45 to 55. No major earthquakes or nuclear holocausts expected this week or next.

Campus

Friday, May 2

1 pm TOURNAMENT, nd tennis quadrangular tournament, vd butler, valparaiso vs marquette, COURTEYN TENNIS CENTER.

5:15 pm MASS & SUPPER, spons: campus ministry, BULLA SHELD

7, 9, 11 pm MOVIE, "muppet movie," ENGR. AUD., spons: student union, admission $1.

8 pm ND/SMC THEATER, "under milk wood" BENDIX THEATER, CENTURY CENTER.

8 pm POETRY READING, smc students, STAPLETON LOUNGE.

8 pm CONCERT, dennision singers, dennision u. LITTLE THEATER SMC, spons: joint comm-theater & music dept. free of change.

9 pm NAZZ, mark ulliman, matt schwind and sandy panco, NAZZ.

10-1am NAZZ, doug stringer, NAZZ.

Saturday, May 3

9am TOURNAMENT, nd tennis quadrangular tournament, vd butler, valparaiso vs butler, COURTEYN TENNIS CENTER.

10am AWARDS CEREMONY, naval roc, MEM. LIBRARY AUD.

12pm MENS TRACK, notre dame vs eastern michigan, BEHIND A.C.C.

1pm TOURNAMENT, nd tennis quadrangular tournament, vd nd marquette, valparaiso vs butler, COURTENY TENNIS CENTER.

1pm BASEBALL, notre dame vs bradley, JAKE KLINE FIELD.

2pm BLUE/GOLD, ND STADIUM.

4 pm ND/SMC THEATER, playwighs premiere, four original theatrical writing and produced by students, LITTLE THEATER, SMC, free admission.

7, 9, 11pm MOVIE, "muppet movie," ENGR. AUD., spons: student union, admission $1.

7:15pm CONCERT, "we together singers," O'LAUGHLIN AUD, admission charged.

8pm CONCERT, "rufus" featuring "chaka kahn," ACC, tickets $8.50 & $7.75.

8:10pm NAZZ, harry nehls and company, spons: naz, NAZZ.

9:30pm RACE, first annual deans run, spons: college of arts and student council, ST. MARY'S LAKE, CARROLL HALL.

10-1am NAZZ, rich stevenson & dan berenato, NAZZ.

Sunday, May 4

1 pm BASEBALL, notre dame vs detroit, JAKE KLINE FIELD.

2-6pm FILM, "armaged" spons: inda assoc. MEM. LIBRARY AUD.

7pm MEETING, water polo club, new members welcome, LAFORTUNE BALLROOM.

8pm RECITAL, caroline knell, vocalist, smc faculty, LITTLE THEATER, SMC, spons: music dept.

8pm STRAUSS GALA, south bend CENTURY CENTER, tickets $1 (students, sr. citizens $2) on sale at acc & century center, spons: nd dept. of music.

Senior Fellow selection held up

by John McGrath

Graduation ceremonies are only two weeks and two days away, but no Senior Fellow has yet been selected. The Observer learned yesterday that the selection process got under way in January, however, and shortly after votes were received from members of the Senior Class, a committee narrowed the choice down to 3 candidates, according to Reppa.

Although Reppa said the selection process was announced late this week or early next week, this year's selection is expected to be only part of a trend towards later and later announcements during recent years.

By Kane, assistant director of Information Services, commented, "The Senior Fellow selection process was made public by mid-April, but these past few years, the announcement has been pushed further and further."

Reppa refused to reveal the names of those candidates who are now being considered for the selection.

It would be unfair to whoever wins the Senior Fellow selection if he or she were to find out that they were number ten on the list of candidates," Reppa explained.

Senior Class President Nick Schoeerman was unavailable for comment, and class vice president Bob Carey refused to make any comments on the matter.

Last year, Richard Lugar, U.S. Senator from Indiana, was named Senior Fellow.

Thompson Awards presented last weekend

The Black Cultural Arts Council held the first annual Frazier L. Thompson Awards Program and Dance in the Randall's Inn Venetian Room, South Bend on Friday night. Thompson was the first black to graduate from Notre Dame. He received his B.S. in professional studies in 1947.

David Tarrance, a freshman from New Orleans, was named distinguished Student Member while Spanish Professor William Richardson received the award for Distinguished Faculty Member. Joyce Jordan, a sophomore general program major from Washington, D.C., was named Outstanding Black Student.

Other presentations were made to Dr. Linda Beard, English professor, for outstanding contributions as a first year faculty member, and Emma Beverly, secretary of the black studies program, for outstanding contribution to the B.C.A. A special presentation was made to Dr. James Stewart, former director of black studies and professor of economics who will be leaving Notre Dame this year to take a position at Penn State.

SUNDAY MASSES AT SACRED HEART CHURCH

5:15 p.m. Saturday

7:00 a.m. Sunday

10a.m. Sunday

12:30 p.m. Sunday

7:15 p.m. Vespers

S. U. Refrigerator Drop-off

Monday, May 5

11:00 - 5:00 Stepan Center

$5.00 fee for uncleaned or unfrosted refrigerators.
On campus campaigning increases in advance of presidential primary

By Kelly Flint
Senior Staff Reporter

Various groups of students supporting Jimmy Carter, Ronald Reagan, Edward Kennedy and John Anderson are preparing for Tuesday's Indiana presidential primary by increasing their on and off-campus campaigning this weekend.

Paul Klingaman, Notre Dame/Saint Mary's campaign coordinator for President Carter, held a meeting last night in laFortune for interested students. "We had a poor response," Klingaman said. "There is a general apathy on the campus right now because of final exams. I feel that student interest will increase in the fall."

Klingaman said that his campaign group will distribute posters and literature on campus this weekend. Current plans for the weekend include workshops going door to door and making phone calls to students and South Bend residents.

According to Klingaman, Carter's chances for winning the Indiana Democratic primary are good. "Although I feel that the campaign will be more intense in the fall when more funds in the St. Joe area are available," Klingaman said, "more people will realize who the best candidate is when faced with the decision May 6."

Former Governor Reagan's campaign group expects no problem with his winning the Republican primary in this area, according to Greg Folley, Chairman of the ND/SMC group and member of the Steering Committee for the Reagan of St. Joe's Country. "We're not going overboard on the Notre Dame primary," Folley said. "Unfortunately, we tapped our resources with the Indiana primary. We will be handing out literature this weekend, but this will be done more off-campus than on."

Folley said that he sees Reagan's chance as 100 percent of winning by a substantial margin in Indiana. "He can't lose," Folley said. "He won against Ford here in '76, so we don't see any possibility that he will lose this time."

Sen. Kennedy's ND/SMC campaign group will be coordinating weekend campaign efforts with his South Bend headquarters, according to Chris Anderson, a candidate for Indiana delegate to the Indiana State Convention. "We will be phone-polling people to see the Democratic preference," Anderson said. "As it stands, the majority of the people are undecided, but we have a long way to go."

Anderson added that Kennedy will be in South Bend on Sunday. "There isn't a possibility that he will be on the Notre Dame campus," Anderson said. "The possibility was discussed, but no plans were made." Kennedy will spend one hour at the airport Sunday for a rally/press conference with Digger Phelps, Dan Devine, Orlando Woolridge, and Vagas Fargas. "We will have a phone blitz after Kennedy's visit Sunday, and another one on Monday."

According to Anderson, Kennedy faces an uphill battle nationally. "Any win will be big help," he said. "People aren't aware that a good number of Carter's delegates were selected by caucus. Caucus delegates can change their votes at the Democratic convention this summer. A recent poll of Carter's delegates selected by caucus shows that 75 percent of them will support Kennedy at the Convention."

Anderson added that one third of the total number of delegates will be selected June 3. "It's anybody's nomination at this point," he said. Rep. John Anderson campaign group will be setting up tables in the library this weekend to push votes for him in the Republican primary Tuesday, according to Campus Coordinator Larry Hau. "Anderson is still on the Republican primary Tuesday, according to Campus Coordinator Larry Hau. "Anderson is still on the Republican primary, and we want voters to show their support for him."

Hau said. "Anderson is the best alternative to Carter and Reagan."

Hau said that the campaign group will also try to get students to volunteer in their home states. Interested students can sign up at the tables set up in the library this weekend.

Indiana Bell offers service

Off-campus students may return their telephones to a truck located in the parking lot behind the Huddle on May 12-16 or 19-20 between noon and 4 p.m. The service provided by Indiana Bell will allow students to arrange the disconnection of their phones here rather than have to visit the Phone Center.

You'll need a scoreboard to tell the players apart in this year's "quarterback derby." [See story p.21] [Photo by Tim McKeon]

Schedule of Events

May 2 - 2pm-7pm Molson's and 75
3 - Cartoon Cocktail Hour - open 10 am to 4pm
12 - 1pm - 2pm STROHS 2/$1.00 -6pm
5 - 2pm-7pm 3 drafts/$1.00
6 - 2pm-7pm STROHS 2/$1.00
7 - 2pm-7pm 3 drafts/$1.00
8 - 2pm-7pm STROHS 2/$1.00
9 - 2pm-7pm 3 drafts/$1.00
10 - CARTER'S 5/$1.00, RASMUS first softball game at the 8903 season STROHS 2/$1.00
11 - 2pm-7pm 3 drafts/$1.00
12 - 2pm-7pm 3 drafts/$1.00
13 - 2pm-7pm 3 drafts/$1.00
14 - 2pm-7pm 3 drafts/$1.00
15 - 2pm-7pm 3 drafts/$1.00
16 - 2pm-7pm 3 drafts/$1.00
17 - 2pm-7pm 3 drafts/$1.00

Best wishes to all graduating seniors and returning students. We'll still be here in the fall.

TIPPECANOE PLACE RESTAURANT
NOW HIRING RESTAURANT PERSONNEL

full or part time, day and night shifts

high wages; excellent benefits
training: classroom and on the job

ND/SMC THEATRE

FOOD WATERS AND WAITRESSES
BARTENDERS
BROILERCOOKS
HOSTESSES

HOSTESSES UNWANTED FOODS
BARTENDERS PREP COOKS MAINTENANCE MEN

APPLY IN PERSON BETWEEN 11:00 am & 6:00 pm
MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY

AT TIPPECANOE PLACE
620 W. Washington Ave South Bend, Ind.

All my thanks to Tim, Mike, Kurt, Marty, Bill, Pete, and especially Dave. You made life much easier this school year. OSCAR
ND Summer Session provides variety of educational experiences

By Laura Leinmore Senior Staff Reporter

The Notre Dame Summer Session provides a variety of educational experiences not well known to the average ND/SMC student, according to Fr. Robert J. Austgen, and international reputations of through the College of Business well known to the average open as pay cafeterias. The Master of Session provides a variety of are housed in Summer ND/SMC student, according to Austgen stressed the national Administration program, and enrollment of

"Many of our students are older people who audit courses Screen come up-to-date in Fr. Robert J. Austgen, and international reputations of through the College of Business well known to the average open as pay cafeterias. The Master of Session provides a variety of are housed in Summer ND/SMC student, according to Austgen stressed the national Administration program, and enrollment of

...Raid

[continued from page 1] officers came through the front door. Fritz was handcuffed and taken to the County Jail where he was booked and released on $100 bail.

"I tried to get the permit," Fritz said, "I tried to do what they wanted and act responsi­bly. I guess that wasn't good enough." Briningerhoff said that it was because of Fritz's attempt to get the permit that they decided to roust the party. "We figured from her response that she'd throw it anyway."

Beninghoff also said that they just "happened upon" the Finance Club party by mistake while looking for Fritz's party, but they decided to "buzz it anyway."

Calling the whole episode "absurd," SBP Paul Riehle claimed, "I feel that (Security) has not given a justifiable reason, - not that there may not be one, for Maroszan indisputably has widespread student support, especially in the halls which deal most frequently with the main gate area — Dillon, Alumni, and Pangborn, mainly because of his friendly and genuinely concerned attitude toward the students. Pat Conklin, president of Dillon Hall and one of Maroszan's most vocal supporters, believes that "Boog Powell," as he is called, fraternized with the students, and this has caused much of the trouble. "Boog is someone who does his job and is unjustly being fired," he stated. "People like him because of his total attitude toward students. He generates more respect in the Security force, and people aren't so defensive when faced with Security personnel after having dealt with him," he continued."

...Security

[continued from page 1] born Hall, four out of five other main-gate Security guards sent letters to Terry demanding the termination of Maroszan's employment because they could not work in harmony with him. "Steve (Maroszan) showed me the letters. They, the guards, felt that his friendliness — waving and smiling at passing cars and pedestrians — was not part of his job, and they could not effectively work with him," he said.

Maroszan indisputably has widespread student support, especially in the halls which deal most frequently with the main gate area — Dillon, Alumni, and Pangborn, mainly because of his friendly and genuinely concerned attitude toward the students. Pat Conklin, president of Dillon Hall and one of Maroszan's most vocal supporters, believes that "Boog Powell," as he is called, fraternized with the students, and this has caused much of the trouble. "Boog is someone who does his job and is unjustly being fired," he stated. "People like him because of his total attitude toward students. He generates more respect in the Security force, and people aren't so defensive when faced with Security personnel after having dealt with him," he continued.

"I feel that (Security) has not given a justifiable reason, - not that there may not be one, for Steve's release. The only thing I'd like to see come out of this is for Security to reevaluate, as Steve did, they would earn the respect that Steve undoubtedly had from the students," Moran explained. A number of students, concerned that Maroszan has not gotten fair treatment, have contracted Moran, and a petition is being circulated in Pangborn, Dillon, and several other dorms for Maroszan's reinstatement. Moran feels that not only will that measure probably be ineffective, but it may not be immediate enough for the very angry students.

"Draastic action of a retaliatory nature may occur this weekend, and I surely wouldn't want to be in that but when some angry guys get there," he said.

"Security personnel seem to take the attitude that they're here to enforce rules, not to protect students. Steve treated us like adults, and Security would encourage a looser look at their method of operation, and perhaps learn why Maroszan was so well-liked, and so effective at his job, and they could not effectively work with him," he concluded.

Keith Hedinger, a junior from Howard, commented that he found what he feels is a forced resignation "cruel and unjust."

For Your Convenience

Indiana Bell wants to make disconnection of telephone service for all campus students as convenient as possible. So, we will be parking an Indiana Bell truck behind the Huddle and have personnel there to help you make all the arrangements.

We will be there:
Dates: Mon.-Fri., May 12-16
Mon.-Tue., May 19-20
Time: Noon to 4:00 P.M.
Location: Parking lot behind the Huddle

Just bring your completed disconnect form and your telephone(s) with you. You will receive a $4.00 credit per telephone on your final telephone bill for the phones that you disconnect and return.

If you cannot make it to our truck, please call us on 237-8400 to make other arrangements.

Jan & Amy —
Happy Graduation!
Thank You for Everything
I will miss you next year
I love you
Peg.
ND/SMC government: Observer analysis

Editor's Note: In today's Observer analyses, the effectiveness of both the Notre Dame and Saint Mary's Student Governments is examined in depth. Retiring Executive News Editor Michael Lewis (left) looks at the past history and questionable future of the Campus Life Council in the second of his two-part series which began yesterday. Additionally, present News Editor Pam Degnan (right) examines the structure of the Saint Mary's Student Government, including the recently abolished Student Assembly.

by Michael Lewis
Executive news editor emeritus

Fr. Richard Conyers calls it "a frustrated body which plays as governor in which a small few develop parlamentary and debating skills." SBP Paul Riehle says it is "ineffecive" and that it should be restructured or abandoned. Former SBP Bill Roche says it is "limited," but useful in forming hall life proposals.

Most students apparently do not know what it is, are frustrated with its track record or simply do not care.

The Campus Life Council, though one three years old, has been the source of many student frustrations with Student Government. Most recently, SBP Paul Riehle called for a Constitutional Convention in the fall, presumably to replace the CLC with some form of Student Senate.

Fiddling with the form and structure of SG is common among new SBPs. Dave Bender created the CLC three years ago to replace the Student Life Council, a child of an earlier generation's unrest.

The next year, SBP Andy McKenna created the short-lived Council on Communications, so "improve communica­tions" between the students and Student Government. Before long, the Council had forgotten its original purpose, and, for the average student, had ceased to exist. Bill Roche did not bring any major changes to the organization, but he did overhaul the duties and officers of his cabinet.

So it is no surprise that Riehle proposed doing away with the CLC.

The Council's problem has always been a problem of identity. It is not, as some students apparently believed, the legislative branch of student government. Student Government has no legislative powers at all.

The CLC is an advisory body, whose purpose it to serve as a

[continued on page 10]

by Pam Degnan
News Editor

"I don't know what is going on. Student government is nothing but a game." This statement reflects the attitude that many students at Saint Mary's College hold about their student government. According to an informal poll conducted in the five residence halls, a large majority of the student body have little or no conception of how their government organizations operate. But a disturbing factor is that students just do not care to get involved in the democratic process.

As one student bluntly points out, "Let's face it. We (the students) don't have the sources or the power to initiate change in administrative policies. Why even bother when it gets you absolutely nowhere."

Students themselves are ultimately responsible for the utilization and development of their governmental divisions but perhaps the real answer lies within the make-up and effectiveness of the branches of government.

Student government is divided into three branches: the Board of Governance, Student Assembly and the Judiciary.

As of last week, Student Assembly has been abolished and placed under investigation until next fall.

According to the Saint Mary's Student Handbook, the purpose of the Board of Governance "shall be to act as a steering committee by discussing problems relating to Student Government and by making recommendations to student committees."

Originally created as an advisory council to the student assembly, the Board of Government has emerged as the sole "representative" organization on campus.

There isn't any substantial student representation anymore. The Board has assumed too much of the responsibilities

[continued on page 11]

J. RIGGINGS
Semi-Annual Suit Sale

Every suit $30, $40 or $50 off.

Plus $20 off all sportcoats and blazers.

Bring this coupon in for 10% off Remaining Merchandise.

J. RIGGINGS
Scottsdale Mall Only
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(continued from page 4)

summer there were 195 degree students in the program as compared to 150 enrolled in the MBA sequence during the regular term.

Two other special programs offered through the Summer Session are the Liturgical Studies Program and the Retreat Ministry Institute, sponsored by Retreat International. "Notre Dame is an international center for liturgical studies," Austgen explained.

He continued, "The Master's in Liturgical Studies had 130 degree students enrolled last summer while the Institute had 327 participants, mainly religious.

As well as academic courses, the Summer Session also sponsors cultural events. Last summer these included plays from the ND/SMC Summer Theatre, featuring "Play It Again, Sam!" and "J.B." among others. The ND/SMC Theatre for Young People presented three plays.

Films from the International Festival Showcase were shown through the Summer Session Cinema. The Department of English sponsored a conference series. Other lecture series and films were sponsored by the various departments.

"Notre Dame is an internationally recognized program in industrial design, one of only 28 approved study areas of its type in the nation."

A TimE to Decide

These few weeks are when Notre Dame students are making decisions.

A few samples:
1. What kind of summer job will I do?
2. What will be my major?
3. Whom will I room with next year?
4. What will I do after graduation?
5. For those considering the priesthood, the question is:
   a. Is this the time when I should consider whether I want to become a priest?
   b. If this is the decision you must make, then for a personal, confidential interview contact:

Fr. Andre Leveille, CSC
Holy Cross Vocation Director
Box 541
Notre Dame, Indiana 46556
Telephone: 219-281-6485

Blood donor registration May 24

An optional entry fee of donating a pint of blood will highlight the Michiana Blood Donor Run to be held here on May 24. Registration forms are available at the Central Blood Bank and at area sporting goods stores.
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(continued from page 4)

"Mariano was a refreshing presence in the Security department, with a vocabulary that consisted of more than "NO!". Security's job is students and they take no interest in the students," he said.

John Daly, a Dillon junior, finds the whole situation unfortunate because Mariano's presence in the front gate was always good for a smile or greeting, or a good joke to take home with you.

Curiously, Mariano apparently does his job very well - students who have tried to get on campus when he was tending gate have found that a courteous, but firm, refusal greets them. Marczewski commented that the problem of gate-crashers, those who break the gate, is almost non-existent when Mariano is in the hut. He is also happy to explain why a certain rule must be enforced, or just to chat for a few minutes with a passing student.

The reasons for the resignation are as yet undeterminable. Gleon Terry said that he would rather keep this matter personal and private, and does not feel that Mariano was forced to resign.

When asked if he expected any retaliatory trouble this weekend, Terry responded that, "That would be out of my expectations of what adult students would do. I don't see why students would cause trouble over something that happened internally."

Blood donor registration

Final exam information

Final examinations for the Spring Semester, 1979-80 will be held at the University from 8:00 a.m. Wednesday, May 7, through 5:00 p.m. Monday, May 12. No examinations are to be scheduled on Sunday morning, May 11.

In the event that two examinations are scheduled in conflict according to the published examination schedule, or that more than two examinations are scheduled on the same day or more than three examinations are scheduled in a 24-hour period, or that an emergency absence or illness makes it impossible to attend an examination when scheduled, contact the Office of the Registrar, Room 213 Administration Building, prior to the start of the examination so that you may be assisted in making the necessary arrangements.

Calm down! At least we made it close," a Flanmer player considers his teammates in their 1-0 loss to Dillon in the soccer finals. (Photo by Tim McKeeigh)

A TIME TO DECIDE

When finals are finally over...

Good times are great times for the easy taste of Budweiser

OBSERVER NEEDS VAN DRIVERS FOR 1980-81 YEAR. ALL DAYS AVAILABLE. THIS IS A PAID POSITION. Contact Tim at 8661 or 1387
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At commencement

Civiletti to address Class of '80

Benjamin R. Civiletti, attorney general of the United states, will be the speaker at Notre Dame's 135th commencement exercises May 18. Civiletti, who is an attorney general in August 1979, will also receive an honorary degree.

Civiletti has served as deputy attorney general, responsible for the Department's criminal justice systems, and assistant attorney general, head of the Department's Criminal Division.

In addition to Civiletti, honorary degrees will be presented to the following (alphabetically):

Robert Boyle, doctor of science, has been a professor of mathematics at Harvard University since 1979. Recipient of the first Verbin Prize of the American Mathematical Society, Boyle was elected to the National Academy of Sciences in 1965.

Thomas R. Donahue, doctor of laws, is secretary-treasurer of the AFL-CIO, making him secretary general of its 13.6 million-member labor organization. In a labor career that goes back to 1948, Donahue has held a variety of positions with the Service Employees International Union before becoming executive assistant to the late George Meany in 1973.

Thomas Ehrlich, doctor of laws, is director of the International Development Cooperation Agency which coordinates U.S. overseas economic development activities under the President and secretary of state. Ehrlich is also former president of the Legal Services Corporation and former dean and professor of the Stanford Law School.

James P. Grant, doctor of laws, became executive director of the United Nations Children's Fund in January 1980. Since 1969 he had been president and chief executive officer of the Overseas Development Council, a private organization promoting Third World development. Prior to that Grant was an assistant administrator with the Agency for International Development.

Hannes H. Gray, doctor of laws, was named president of the University of Chicago in June 1976, becoming the first woman to serve as chief executive officer of a major American educational institution of higher learning. In 1974, after teaching history at Chicago and Northwestern University, she was elected provost of Yale University where she was also acting president from 1977 to 1979.

Rev. Timothy S. Healy, doctor of laws, is president of Georgetown University, a post he has held since 1976. The priest-scholar has also been professor of English, executive vice president of Fordham University, and vice chancellor for Academic Affairs at the City University of New York.

William R. Hewlett, doctor of engineering, co-founded with David Packard the Hewlett Packard Company, a major designer and manufacturer of precision electronic equipment with annual sales of over a billion dollars from its worldwide operations. Hewlett, former president and chief executive officer, is today a company director and chairman of its executive committee.

Frank E. Mackle, doctor of laws, is president of Mackle Company, Inc., a construction firm based in Florida, and president and chief executive officer of the Deltona Corporation, a Florida real estate development firm which specializes in planned communities. He has been a Notre Dame trustee since 1964.

James Reuxon, doctor of laws, retired in December 1974 as vice president of The New York Times Company, but still writes an editorial page column which appears three times weekly in The Times. Beirut, two-time Pulitzer Prize winner, has been an editor with The Times since 1964 and is still a consultant to the paper and director of the Company.

Paul A. Volker, doctor of laws, was named chairman of the Federal Reserve Board in August 1979. A specialist in international monetary systems, Volker has also been Under Secretary of the Treasury for Monetary Affairs and president and chief executive officer of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York.

Elie Wiesel, doctor of laws, is a Romaninan-born, French-educated author and journalist, a survivor of the death camps of Auschwitz and Buchenwald, who has been called the "spiritual archivist of the holocaust." Currently a professor of humanities at Boston University, his works include "Four Days in June," "The Counterfeiter," and "Night," a collection of lectures he gave at Notre Dame in 1977 published by the Notre Dame Press.

Speaker of the House Thomas P. "Tip" O'Neill, Jr., will also be honored at the commencement exercises as the 1980 recipient of Notre Dame's Laetare Medal, the oldest and highest accorded American Catholics.
establishment of a social concerns center. Group spokesman Mary McGarity proposed that the center—which would consist of service groups from Volunteer Services, Theology and Community Services, Urban Plunge, and the Unsung City program—move into the WNDU building, which is expected to be vacated in the near future. Members of the Ad Hoc group indicated that conversion of the current WNDU facility into a building to suit their needs would cost between $150,000 and $200,000. The student group also pointed out that it would be able to share the building with another special interest group.

McGarity emphasized that a center of this type would increase both the visibility and effectiveness of these campus programs. Schneider assured the group that the Student Affairs Committee would recommend to the Administration a serious study in this area to help the group’s efforts. Student Body Vice-President Don Cantor proposed that the student activities fee be raised to $35 per student. Schneider indicated, however, that when the proposal was made last fall to raise the fee from $17 to $30, the committee asked for the fee to be raised to $25. Schneider said that the raise was approved and will take effect this fall.

Outgoing Student Body President Bill Roche made a brief end-of-the-year report. He cited that student government’s emphasis was in three main areas: solving as best a possible the social space problem by attaining $40,000 for distribution among the dorms; interest in maintaining the hockey program and minor sports scholarships while expanding the women’s sports program; and the improvement of Stepan Center into an every-day facility. McDonnell added that a $38,000 surface for the Stepan Center has been ordered, and will provide "top-notch" footing for basketball and volleyball courts.

Frank Guilfoyle, an executive coordinator on Rehle’s student government cabinet, briefly reviewed the work done on dormitory social space. He cited growing rapport between the students and administration as the reason student government was successfully able to spend $40,000 to develop social space in 15 out of Notre Dame’s 22 student dormitories.

Guilfoyle added that it would be advantageous to set up a hall improvements fund on a permanent basis. Schneider said the idea was sound, and perhaps matching funds could be used if this plan was ever finalized.

Off-campus commissioner Mark Kelley reported on the off-campus situation, citing crime in student neighborhoods as his top concern. Kelley mentioned the current implementation of a crime-prevention plan where off-campus students might be able to purchase alarm systems for their homes. He also cited the need for social space for off-campus students on campus and the possibility of a food co-op to help negate rising food costs.

Judicial coordinator John Plunkett said in a brief report that students are developing a significant awareness about the J-board system because they are not fully aware of their options. He said he hopes to increase the students’ overall knowledge of the system and improve the J-boards within the individual residence halls.

The meeting concluded with Riehle listing goals of his step in terms of his re-election. He said he hopes to continue the work already done.

Ernst added that Kennedy is committed to a 2 p.m. appearance in Cleveland, and because of that, the Senator found it necessary to cut back the rest of his Sunday schedule—including planned appearances in South Bend and at Notre Dame.

"It’s not that we’re shortchanging South Bend or Notre Dame or anything," Ernst explained. "It’s the same way everywhere including Gary and Anderson—we’re working hard to catch up.

Kennedy will be in Gary Saturday afternoon, then will fly to Nebraska for a dinner that night, and then return by jet to Anderson, Ind., late Saturday night. The Senator will stay overnight in Anderson and then make his way to South Bend.

According to the Associated Press, Kennedy is expected to spend his night in Anderson with an unemployed auto worker, then attend church services and speak at a rally in the morning.

Greening Kennedy at the Airport will be Digger Phelps, Dan Devine, Yagag Fergson, and Orlando Woolridge, Ernst said.

"It’s (the rally) still going to be pretty good," Anderson said. "Just the fact that Digger and Devine and the players will be there should generate a lot of national press coverage as well as bring out the Irishman in Kennedy—and that in itself should create a lot of alumni interest around the country."
A shady business?

by Philip Johnson

Many Notre Dame students this winter received a form letter from The College Register, a publication which claimed to be "a National Yearbook and Social Register of Prominent Students and Graduates." The letter requested that students return biographical information since that student had been "selected for inclusion in The College Register," an honor that was "less than 5000 students and graduates in the United States and Canada." However, many students were puzzled as to why they would be invited. One remarked, "I’ve been on academic probation, I’m doing marginal work now, and I’m not involved in any extracurricular activities." Another stated, "almost all the seniors in Zahm got these letters and I’m sure that’s the case across campus."

Although biographical inclusion in the book was free, having a photograph published with the short bio cost the student $25. Additionally, a second form states that the book (less than 6 by 9 inches, 106 pages) costs $35, but it is available to students and their families at a pre-publication price of $15.95. With this information in hand, The Observer decided to investigate further.

In attempts to discover more about Shelton and his book, The Observer made some 15 long-distance phone calls. However, after these phone calls and a trip to Sevier County, Tennessee, many questions remain unanswered about The College Register.

In attempts to reach Shelton, The Observer contacted the Pigeon Forge city offices, where the book is purportedly published, and his book, The College Register City Branch, by former director Callen and his associate, Max Johnson. The College Register (Shelton’s "parent" company), or The College Register. "If he’s running a business in one county, he’s like to know about it because he doesn’t have a license," said Teaster. Teaster also pointed out that operating his business in the county might be operating his business in the county.

The director of Commerce in Pigeon Forge was unable to provide any information about the company.

Paul Achley, Sevier County clerk Selsurville, Tenn., revealed that Shelton did not have the necessary permits to operate a business there. Achley stated that any business that operates in the state of Tennessee needs one of two types of licenses, but Shelton had neither.

Achley noted "if this Shelton is operating a business in the county we’d like to know about it."

Shelton was finally contacted days later, but was able to provide only sketchy information about the book. He noted that the book was first printed in 1976 and that his company had been started in 1975. The book is purchased by some students but its main purpose is "re-recruiting officers (sic)," added Shelton. Shelton, who prefaced every statement with "generally," said that "generally I do not know who we received nominations from at Notre Dame because we recruit at so many schools."

He continued "we recruit generally at major schools throughout the country," but he would not be specific. Shelton was surprised to learn that Notre Dame did not have a copy of the book and said it could be found in the Library of Congress.

Shelton suggested that the Better Business Bureau (BBB) in Knoxville, who had a copy of the book, be contacted for a business reference. Lilian Zian, president of the Knoxville BBB, stated that she did not remember ever having a copy of the book, but noted that they may have lost the book. Zian added that she had heard of Shelton and that inquiries had been made about The College Register.

She noted that she went to Gatlinburg in an attempt to locate Shelton, yet was unable to find the publisher. Zian added "I’m afraid it is just a vanity. People like to see their names in print."

When Shelton was advised that the BBB did not have a copy of the book he insisted that "they must have misplaced the book." Shelton mailed The Observer a copy of the book.

Responding to inquiries regarding whether he received nominations for students for the book, Shelton said, "generally I receive the nominations from student groups and sometimes faculty. Shelton reluctantly stated that "OK, but we don’t have a secretary or any staff that I know of although different people work for him." Wilmiee Owby, of the Gatlinburg Chamber of Commerce, stated that "we’ve had inquiries about him. He’s very secretive. About two years ago we asked him about his book but he wouldn’t give us too much information. He brought his book and a press release down. A lot of people have called about him. Some would say that they had sent him $0 or $10 and they would never hear from him again. Our former director would not recommend him to anyone."

Current Executive Director Pat Callen and his associate asked specifically about recruitment at Notre Dame. Shelton paused and then replied, "I just can’t get that information tonight, there are too many schools to check through."

ODK National Executive Director Maurice Clay stated "we absolutely will not release names of students in our organization for inclusion in such publications." Clay went on to say that ODK, to the best of his knowledge, ever made nominations to The College Register.

Representatives from ODK and Mortar Board at Valparaiso and Purdue University, who have had students listed in the book, claimed to know nothing about the book or Shelton. Richard Conklin, of Notre Dame’s Information Services, stated that Notre Dame does not nominate students for inclusion in social register books.

Included in The College Register, were several letters of congratulation for students. One letter, from Illinois Governor James R. Thompson was directed to "Most Prominent College and University Students In The Nation for 1977-78." No mention is made in the letter of this being included in the College Register. However, it was a question that was intended for his book. Gov. Thompson’s office was unable to confirm this.

Next, The Observer flew to Sevier County to interview Shelton and to seek more information about The College Register. Shelton however was able to avoid and ignore reporters.

Ellen Hurst, a neighbor and sometime employee of Shelton has a new job in town. "He is an older man now and he has a new job," said Hurst. "We don’t know what it is but he’s making good money."

Casey Dill, a neighbor, said that Shelton has a new job. "He is a very good man," said Dill. "I have not heard of any problems with him."

Shelton however was able to avoid and ignore reporters.
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for ideas and proposals. The CLC can then take those proposals to the Student Affairs office, specifically, and at first, Fr. John VanWolvlear, who is responsible for student affairs.

Former SSB president Bill Roche said that this is a limited definition, and that the purpose of the CLC is somewhat limited.

The fact is that the CLC (or SSB, or any similar advisory body) is not absolutely necessary for the functioning of the Government to do business as usual. Roche noted that on several occasions, especially when the administration "reacted positively" to proposals that came to the Student Government, there were measures that met with the administration's approval.

The CLC, under the Student Government constitution, that requires that all measures go through the Council. Roche said that most such efforts, by the nature of the organization, require both public discussion and proposals, and behind-the-scenes negotiation with administration officials.

He pointed to his year's changes in the Student Affairs guidelines as a dual effort; proposals and actions were combined with unspoken efforts to assure that the proposals would work.

In fact, Roche indicated, one-on-one talks with administrative officials were, in his experiences, sometimes more productive and efficient than the CLC.

The CLC is, by definition, a "local" body. It's the heavy concentration of hall vice-presidents that gives the body a strong life and personality. Indeed, that was the thesis of Roche's paper. But that concentration also means that some important measures are not appropriate to the CLC.

Issues like tenure and off-campus crime, Roche is the only one who is not the most appropriate for discussion at the CLC, because of the body's emphasis on hall life.

Further problems with its makeup also limit the CLC's applicability. An advisory board with no reasonable opportunity to discuss and vote when they have been informed will not provide the body's enthusiasm for the CLC.
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by Mary Fran Callahan

Senior Staff Reporter

Faced with the establishment of an advisory board, WSND Station Manager Kevin Gessler yesterday told the Student Council that such a "decentralization" of the station will make it easier for students to learn the business of broadcasting. Gessler, using the metaphor of the "succession of the South Bend area who may have quite a bit of broadcasting experience," said that this setup will leave the "new blood," according to the Board.

The Board, however, is still under consideration.
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that really belong to the student Assembly. We just don't have a voice in making important decisions," a Student Assembly member commented.

Board members include the Student Body President, the Vice President for Student Affairs, the Vice President for Student Affairs, and eight departmental commissioners. Class and hall presidents also participate in determining Board rulings. This broad decentralization, however, has caused stirrings of discontent and a lack of communication among Board members.

Last October, SBP President Trigiani warned her board that the lack of communication between members would result in the deterioration of student government. Apparently certain members did not understand the operations of the Board and therefore could not fully execute the duties of their positions.

The Student Assembly was abolished by Assembly members last week. This action raises many questions concerning the future and direction of student representation.

The assembly was composed of the SBP, the VP for Academic Affairs, the VP for Student Affairs, and ten representatives per class one representative per 100 off-campus and day students.

Kathy Sweeney, SBP-elect, views the dissolution of the Assembly as a major step toward a more effective student government. Sweeney feels that the Board of Governance is a "more central location" than the Student Assembly.

"The Board has a variety of people working on it and therefore the flow of ideas is always constant and changing," she said. "We wouldn't have to worry about an over-lapping of ideas from a student assembly."

Both Sweeney and Trigiani feel that by abolishing the Student Assembly, the coordination of activities will be easier under the control of the Board of Governance.

"Activities planning will be more direct. We won't have to bother with rearranging schedules in the halls and we'll still get feedback from students because the class and hall presidents will be present at every meeting," Sweeney said.

The direction of SMC Student Government according to Sweeney, is headed towards the strengthening of the Hall Councils and the Board of Governance. Sweeney feels that by uniting the hall councils and the Board, more campus issues can be directly addressed.

"Student Assembly is obsolete. By strengthening the HC's and the Board, less confusion will take place and issues that relate to the students will be filtered through by the hall councils," Sweeney said.

Although the Student Assembly was abolished, Sweeney and her administration are uncertain as to the possibility of another organization to take the place of an assembly.

"A committee will be formed over the summer to investigate the structure of student assembly and whether it would be feasible to include such an organization in next year's administration," Sweeney commented.

According to Public Works Director Richard Harmon, Shelby needs to get a license if he operates an arena. Harmon added that Shelby was operating in a residential portion of the city and needed special permission from the zoning commission to continue operating. Harmon said that city officials would look into the matter.

Shelton also refused to disclose the names of any business recruiters who publish his book, citing "business ethics" as the reason for not disclosing the names.

Much remains a mystery about the 30-year-old Shelton and his publication. Research into the company's activities will continue by Pigeon Forge city officials, and the U.S. postal authorities "to determine if a fraud may have been committed.

Meanwhile, Max Shelton will continue to collect "nominations" and will continue to send letters to "prominent" students. The next editor of The College Register is scheduled to be available in March of 1981.

Tony Spinelli were also unable to corroborate, saying, "we just don't have any information about him or his publication. He's not a member of the Chamber."

Paul Achley, Sevier County Clerk, then told The Observer that Shelby purchased a business license on March 14, just two days after The Observer's first interview with the publisher. Achley added that Shelby later paid for back business license to 1976 in the first week of April. Shelby has yet to purchase a permit in Pigeon Forge.
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It was a hard decision to make for all involved. The call for responsibility that pervades this institution could not be ignored; then again, the prospects for enjoyment were extremely enticing. Everyone had to ask themselves, "Should I do schoolwork, or should I go enjoy An Tostal?" Fortunately, or unfortunately, An Tostal won out in most cases. With cooperation from the weather, the enjoyment was there to be had, and it was not hard to find. There was a plethora of activities occurring almost non-stop; activities that were purely difficult endeavors, and activities which were nothing more than pure nonsense. Yet, there lies the secret of success of An Tostal. Nonsense is not only allowed, but required. If an outside observer were to arrive at the mudpits on a certain Saturday in the not too distant past, he would undoubtedly question the sanity of the participants and the integrity of the University. For four days, the normally quiet, conservative Notre Dame students were able to transcend the tyrannical academic atmosphere of the University. And no one could interfere, and no one did. An Tostal provided that necessary break for all students before finals. It gives the students that final chance to really enjoy themselves without feeling guilty for actually having fun and a good time.

John Macor

It's a strange sight to see these two on different sides, but that's Bookstore Basketball.

Do I hear a bid higher than the $100 offered by the man in the white collar.

The Tennis Bowl provided the intellectuals of Notre Dame the chance to flex...their brains.

So much for the Equal Rights Amendment, but in mundane matters...
Sure a lot of fun.

Mad volleyball provided an outlet for both athletic skills and childhood desires to wallow in the mire.

I can't believe he drank the whole thing.

SOLD! What a bargain! What a good time!
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in Tossal, who worries over those
LETTERS TO A LONELY GOD

Keeping in Touch

Rev. Robert Griffin

This column completes my tenth year of writing for the Observer. I am grateful to all my editors, past and present, for allowing me this extraordinary opportunity.

When God created the world, He thought of all the power it would take to send billions of stars spinning through the space of a variety of firmaments. He said: "Power comes naturally"; and a forenoon, He had created as many stars as He would ever need. When He thought of the infinitude of shapes and forms of creatures necessary to His world to make it delightful, He thought: "Let omnipotence and imagination play a game together," and instantly invented beings — winged, furred, or clawed — that would rove the sky, the sea, and the earth; and as a footnote of color, He planned gardens.

When the Lord God decided on sons and daughters whom He would appoint as caretakers, He realized: "I must love them very much, and they must always know that I love them." Loving, for God, is the air He breathes, and He thought; "It's no problem." He didn't know how much love was going to cost Him.

So God created Adam and Eve, and though they were made of dust, He shaped them in the likeness of the glory of His only-begotten Son. He was happy because they were so beautiful, and He loved them as He loved Himself.

One evening, when God came into Paradise to get away from the hymn-singing at the Great White Throne, He heard Adam and Eve quarrelling.

"It's your fault," shouted Adam. "No, it's not," shouted back Eve.

You're the head man around here.

You've got the title, so you take the responsibility." The argument was becoming very bitter.

"Peace," immediately, there was silence in Paradise for serotonin to keep your Father's law, I'm sorry for what must happen." God added: "You're going to punish us, Lord!" said Adam nervously. "Are you going to turn us back into dust?" said Eve. Adam nudged her viciously, as a warning not to suggest such a terrible notion to her Maker. "You've punished yourself," said God. "You've lost your innocence, and I can't give it back to you. Now you will be left to find paradise, and life is going to be very hard."

"Where will we go, Lord?" said Adam.

"There's a world out there, beyond the garden," the Seraphim said, "guarding with flaming swords," God said. "It's a good world, full of loneliness, but it's going to hurt you, and I can't help it."

"That's right, Lord," said Adam, as though he was forgiving God in the business of being helpless. "Will we see you around sometime?"

"I'll keep in touch," I never said I didn't love you."

Watching them leave Paradise, their original beauty only slightly diminished, God thought: "They're just at the beginning of the shaping of the shadowy by that time will harm them with. I guess this is what love means: caring about a creature even after He looks like something the cat dragged in."

God did get in touch. He made a covenant with Abraham, promising love and fidelity to Abraham's family; through Moses He gave them the Law, so that Abraham's family could know the ways to be faithful to Him. He gave them the judges, the kings, and the prophets; all of them told Adam's children that God continued to worry about them like a father; through His angels, God knew that Adam's children could scarcely care less.

The Lord thought: "Being God, I mustn't be discouraged; though loving creatures is harder than I knew it would be, because they think only of themselves. I must try harder to love them better, that's all." God's only-begotten Son, belonging to Him like the truth of his own Being, said: "Seeing me, they will see the love in the Father's face. As I am your Son in heaven, let me go and serve them as their brother on earth."

God, taken aback by the demand on Him, said: "Must I love them that much?"

"Mercy, the breadth of perfect tenderness belonging to God's heart," reminded God that He had promised to keep.

God anxiously awaited the birth of His Son into the world; He saw His Son bearing witness to the Father's love, enduring all outrage with a gentleness identical to His own. Darkness covered the heavens as God brooded over the cross while His Son suffered and died. He cried out with heartbreak: "How could I lose my son?"

God was grieved from the victory of the Resurrection, returned to heaven for His Father's embrace,\

Joys of 'Fat Staged in Moreau

Trigiani, a Theatre major, promises the evening to be full of "relentless comedy." She dubbed her program Fat not only because several characters have weight problems but because the plays "deal with who fits in and who doesn't, why some people can't fit in."

The Pitter Patter of Little Dancing Feet concerns a natural childbirth center built around the theme of Broadway musicals, run by a tap-dancing director (Jorge Morrissey) and his wife, Boos (Mary Jo Hicks). The center encourages their clients to practice breathing exercises to "Singing in the Rain."

Pajamas revolves around a pajama party "thrown by the perfect teenager (Mary Jo Hicks) for all her friends who have social defects."

The third and last play, Damsel, Gimbleh portrays the shopping trip of a middle-aged couple (Greg J Alessandro and Lira Jaques) trying to find a dress that will fit the overly-ample wife. "It's an introspective look on fat," according to Trigiani. The saleslady will be played by Chris Fey.

Trigiani claims her cast are "comic geniuses," and especially commends Mary Jo Hicks as "one of the most dynamic characters I've seen in the department — her comedy timing is professional."

God said: "Making stars and creatures was a way of giving fun. Ordering the stars in the universe as a game, keeping the human heart. But keeping love alive in hearts that choose to cast aside God the only wounds He knows. In your death, Son, I have finally given you as much love as He will ever need."

God's only-begotten Son hung His head in silence.

God, anxious to understand, said: "My Son, after the love winning redemption, what further love is needed?"

"Love, to prove itself, needs often to show it is there," He replied. "It may take more than a single cross for God to prove Himself faithful, until man is convinced he is finally loved."

God, thinking of His Son, must die upon, meditated on love as a mystery of His own making, that leads heaven to go much further than it ever chose to go. Whether human or divine, once we have promised love, there's no end in sight. Even now, in jungles and in deserts, there's the noise of a hammer driving nails into wood. God listens, and is sad, a wiser God now than He was at creation.

I will be saying Mass for the beginning of May today, Friday May 2 at 5:15 in the grotto. If you're in New York, please come and visit at St. Joseph's Church, 371 Sixth Avenue, Greenwich Village; phone: 212-741-1274. Goodbye for the summer. I will be saying Mass for the Beatitudes according to the fun rules. As the Summer comes.

Father Griffin, University Chaplain, is a regular Features columnist.
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Molly Woulfe

Trigiani coulers with cast member.

Fat, a trilogy of one-act comedies, written and directed by Saint Mary's junior Adri Trigiani, will be performed May 6 at 8 p.m. in the Little Theatre, Moreau, in conjunction with Professor Miles Corner's Directing II class.

(p)hoto by Jake Morrissey
American Express hasn’t changed its application qualifications for graduating students during the current credit crisis.

That’s because the American Express Card isn’t a credit card. It’s a charge card. There’s no revolving, open-end credit. You are expected to pay your bill in full every month. So with the Card, you don’t get in over your head.

You use your head.

American Express is continuing its special application plan for graduating students. If you have a $10,000 job (or the promise of one) lined up, you can apply for an American Express Card right now.

You’ll need the Card for everything from business lunches to vacations, from buying clothes to buying theatre tickets.

You’ll have new responsibilities after graduation. The American Express Card will help you manage them.

To apply for a Card, just pick up an application at one of the displays on campus. Or you can call the toll-free number 800-528-8000, and ask for a special student application.

The American Express® Card. Don’t leave school without it.
Noire Dame tenure: Answers Demanded

Jones commended

Dear Editor:

I would like to thank Avis B. Jones for bringing to the attention of the public a disease of which the.Observer w u s - - basketball game may only be one symptom. I was a spectator for part of that game as well as one of the Jayne Kennedy games, and I came up with the same conclusion, namely, even the cheering sections were split according to color.

Having been a member of a minority in college for fifteen years (for the last two years, three weeks), and with a population of 100,000, I can identify the problem that our 1% here may be having, a fact that the 99% could only understand. Fortunately, I lived with a most hospitable group of people who reached out to me in my time of need, even in difficult conditions which endangered their own lives.

Racism, unfortunately part of our American heritage. Not only occasional events such as the BUT1S - US game but also the thoughtless comments cropping up from high status people and otherwise benign stinging to others, should sensitize us all to this glaring American problem.

And though at times we may not see the same thing, in a University filled with such professes to be a "liberal educated" and "Christian?"

This is a long list of questions, but is it one that must be answered? Why should an area college with a minor faculty member not working in an administrative capacity? Why are no women receiving tenure this year - - the very year that Notre Dame defends itself in a sex discrimination suit against half of all the women faculty?

For all those administrators and appointment committee members who smugly assert that the rejected tenure applicant lacked the proper research projects, the kind of research which brings prestige and dollars to this fine institution, a new set of questions is in order: Who is responsible for such a notion of acceptability? What constitutes proper research — dollars and status alone?

As to what I should review, I dislike John Denver and I come from Joliet, III., I do not wear a blue-collar jacket. I was a spectator for part of CDON'S concert in my lifetime, Mr. Johnson, I do not wear a leather jacket. I come from Joliet, Ill., a blue-collar town. Mr. Johnson, a good number of the people there, were based on human nature to pull for the underdog. I am quite upset with all the large portion of the crowd at the game but also with all the large portion of the crowd at the game and thoroughly enjoyed my years there. As for the country club, my family doesn't belong to one, I use the public pool and golf course like a host of other people and see nothing wrong with it, contrary to your implications.

As for your precious little townies (a word I have ever seen at a concert in my life, whether they were...

Fr. Jim Ferguson
Chaplain
Morrissey Hall

Nuke the Whales

Mancuso repies

Dear Editor:

I would like to reply to the character assassination of myself in Frank Johnson's April 29 letter to The Observer. First of all, I am not a deck shoe or any other type of preppie antise:] as you implied and clearly already own a leather jacket. I come from Joliet, Ill., a blue-collar town. Mr. Johnson, I do not wear a leather jacket. I come from Joliet, III., a blue-collar town. Mr. Johnson, a good number of the people there, were based on human nature to pull for the underdog. I am quite upset with all the large portion of the crowd at the game and thoroughly enjoyed my years there. As for the country club, my family doesn't belong to one, I use the public pool and golf course like a host of other people and see nothing wrong with it, contrary to your implications.

As to what I should review, I dislike John Denver and I come from Joliet, Ill., I do not wear a blue-collar jacket. I was a spectator for part of CDON'S concert in my lifetime, Mr. Johnson, I do not wear a leather jacket. I come from Joliet, Ill., a blue-collar town. Mr. Johnson, a good number of the people there, were based on human nature to pull for the underdog. I am quite upset with all the large portion of the crowd at the game but also with all the large portion of the crowd at the game and thoroughly enjoyed my years there. As for the country club, my family doesn't belong to one, I use the public pool and golf course like a host of other people and see nothing wrong with it, contrary to your implications.

As to what I should review, I dislike John Denver and I come from Joliet, Ill., I do not wear a leather jacket. I was a spectator for part of CDON'S concert in my lifetime, Mr. Johnson, I do not wear a leather jacket. I come from Joliet, Ill., a blue-collar town. Mr. Johnson, a good number of the people there, were based on human nature to pull for the underdog. I am quite upset with all the large portion of the crowd at the game but also with all the large portion of the crowd at the game and thoroughly enjoyed my years there. As for the country club, my family doesn't belong to one, I use the public pool and golf course like a host of other people and see nothing wrong with it, contrary to your implications.

As to what I should review, I dislike John Denver and I come from Joliet, Ill., I do not wear a leather jacket. I was a spectator for part of CDON'S concert in my lifetime, Mr. Johnson, I do not wear a leather jacket. I come from Joliet, Ill., a blue-collar town. Mr. Johnson, a good number of the people there, were based on human nature to pull for the underdog. I am quite upset with all the large portion of the crowd at the game but also with all the large portion of the crowd at the game and thoroughly enjoyed my years there. As for the country club, my family doesn't belong to one, I use the public pool and golf course like a host of other people and see nothing wrong with it, contrary to your implications.

As for your precious little townies (a word I have ever seen at a concert in my lifetime, whether they were...

Michael McGrath
M.71." Observer
Education at stake: ND liberal arts

Rosemary Mills

In his quest for building the greatest Catholic university in the world, Fr. Hesburgh has succeeded where many have failed. At Notre Dame the ardent desire for the building of a university with the construction of buildings and the endowing of chairs. And while the ND football team has provided a sense of security in the physical expansion of the campus, the university, the liberal education—the basis on which a university is started—offered by Notre Dame has deteriorated. This deterioration is evident in two specific programs: the Freshman Seminar and the College of Arts and Letters.

The cornerstone of knowledge is a liberal education. It is in the Freshman Seminar which is the purpose of the Freshman Year of Studies, a year designed to provide "basic collegiate studies" (definition from 1979-80 Bulletin of Information) to all freshmen. Far from this design, however, are the current requirements which force freshmen to choose their colleges long before the completion of their freshman year at Notre Dame. The only college which does not place requirements on the freshman year is the College of Arts and Letters—the very school which should be the basis for this program. What is more unfortunate is that the lack of assertiveness by this College does not stop in freshman year. The College of Arts and Letters, which is trying to reach in one class what the students should be studying over a period of four years. Meanwhile, the other colleges which have stripped freshmen of their chance to broaden the orientation of their minds, require no such class. And, as they progress in their collegiate career, students in engineering, business, and science gravitate toward the "Jock" arts and letters courses to fulfill their required philosophy and theology as well as senior year electives.

The arguments against the strengthening of the College of Arts and Letters faculty and courses may be strong but depend on one assumption—that college is the level of education at which these programs are found. The desire to be translated into the realities of the world is evident both in today's world and at Notre Dame. The liberal education which is needed is in the growth of the University. Training, however, is something that can be done just as easily with minor adjustments in a building. The knowledge that the University offers, deals with expansion and challenge. Courses are needed for students of the future. The problems at Notre Dame are no different than those experienced by universities across the country. To go beyond comparison with other colleges, however, is the element of uniqueness which Notre Dame must keep. This is Hesburgh's dream. Physically, ND is beginning to develop, better students are being admitted, and the students should know more when they leave college than when they arrived. This should be unquestionable. As for the liberal education which students will be provided, this knowledge should be secure and unquestionable. Liberal education is the challenge which provides the intellectual growth.

Rosemary Mills is the former Observer editor-in-chief.

Equal basketball coverage for women

Gary Grassey

fairsting legs, the senior economics major from Flanner, where one unknown and anonymous figure decides the fate of the many, room-picks bring out the worst element in everyone. The reason being, I say ghetto of ND, room-picks are when you determine your spot in the hall for the year. Having lived in Flanner and Mays for a few years, I have witnessed room-picks. In his hand I noticed a legal pad, which the reader would probably hesitate to put money on. I wasn't the half player I used to be. Beth Jones, captain of the team and member of the five member, her side was at a disadvantage. As for secret weapons, well, captain Jones, nicknamed "clown," for reasons unknown take the credit for that role. She carried the credit to the year's course of high school ball, co-rec leagues at Notre Dame. Even on
Molarity

by Michael Molinelli

by Jim McClure/Pat Byrnes

Pigeons

ACROSS
1 Card combination 28 Indiscernible
2 Alcove 29 Dark
3 Direct 30 Comma
4 Robin 34 Rule of a kind
5 2nd brightest star in constellation 35 Declaim
6 Solve 36 Apostle
7 Yugoslavian民族 39 Organic compound
8 Flowering plant 41 October
9 River in Russia 42 Hearts
10 GIS play with (the) 43 Magpie or Mine
23 Stead 44 Lecture
24 Peer Quin's mother 46 Fowl

Yesterday's Puzzle Solved:

DOW 1 Hangry drink 2 A Somber 3 Proper 4 Voes 5 Macchio 6 Demian 7 Win battlesite 8 Small monumental case 9 Do over 10 Many on the run

10 Replets 11 Advantage 12 Gnat, gnat! 13 Monopoly 14 Impudent 15 Stage snow 16 Encore 17 Mentality weak 18 Racket 19 Coast 20 Follow 21 News bits 22 Ponder 23 Ornamental 24 Economic low 25 Plan in detail 26 Doughboy 27 Sets into position 28 Rooks 29 Like ewes 30 Gain by force 31 Distribute 32 Black 33 Great gape 34 Depression 35 Best of comedy 36 Pearl Buck heroine 37 Soccer great 38 Jazz specialty
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Baseball

NATIONAL LEAGUE

East

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>W</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>Pct.</th>
<th>GB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pittsburgh</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>786</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>428</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montreal</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>253</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

West

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>W</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>Pct.</th>
<th>GB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Houston</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cincinnati</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>656</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>656</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Diego</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Francisco</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>361</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

YESTERDAY'S GAMES

Pittsburgh 2, Montreal 1, 10 innings
San Diego 4, Atlanta 3
Philadelphia 2, New York 1
Houston 6, Cincinnati 3
Only games scheduled

TODAY'S GAMES

San Francisco (Knepper 2-2) at Montreal
Oakland (Grimsley 2-2, n) at Minnesota
New York (Ruthven 2-1, n) at Milwaukee
Atlanta (Alexander 2-2) at Los Angeles
Texas (Breukelen 2-2) at Houston
Minnesota (Gale 2-3, n) at Chicago
Texas (Flanagan 2-2) at St. Louis
Oakland (Hernandez 2-2, n) at Chicago
St. Louis (Barker 2-1) at Toronto

AMERICAN LEAGUE

East

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>W</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>Pct.</th>
<th>GB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Toronto</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>375</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

West

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>W</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>Pct.</th>
<th>GB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oakland</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas City</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seattle</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>474</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

YESTERDAY'S GAMES

Cleveland 2, Toronto 1
Boston 4, Chicago 3
Cincinnati 5, Seattle 1

Only games scheduled

TODAY'S GAMES

Cleveland (Barber 2-1) at St. Louis
Kansas City (Matt 2-1) at New York
Chicago (Kane 2-1) at Pittsburgh
Oakland (Boggs 2-1) at Minnesota
Boston (Ferraro 2-1) at Kansas City
Philadelphia (DeJohn 2-2) at Texas

Tomorrow's Games

Cleveland (Barber 2-1) at Minnesota
New York (Lemke 2-2) at Chicago
Oakland (McCarty 2-2, n) at Baltimore

Basketball

NBA Championship Finals

East vs. West

Sunday's Games

Philadelphia at Los Angeles

Hockey

National Hockey League Playoffs

Semifinal Round

Best of seven

Yesterday's Games

Philadelphia 7, Minnesota 0 (Series lead 1-0)
New York Islanders 2, Buffalo 1 (Islanders lead series 1-0)

Tomorrow's Games

Buffalo at New York Islanders
Philadelphia at Minnesota
Tracksters host Eastern Michigan

by Matt Huffman

Sports Writer

The Irish track team will finish its schedule of home appearances this Saturday in a dual meet with Eastern Michigan. The only other home meet slated for the tartan track behind the ACC was the Notre Dame Invitational, which took place over Spring Break. Therefore most students will get their first chance to see the squad.

"I assume you're running in front of the home crowd it's an advantage for the team. It's helpful to help us run better," says Piane.

The Hurons of Eastern Michigan come to South Bend with a fine tradition; this year's team seems to be no exception.

"We'll have to run very, very fast," Eastern Michigan has a go at club year in and year out. They've supplied many a hero to the Olympics including Hasley Crawford who won the Gold Medal in the 100 meter dash as Montreal in 1976. Crawford competed for the country of Trinidad and Tobago four years ago.

The Hurons, members of the Mid-American Conference, are strong in nearly all events according to Piane. They have people coming at you from everywhere. They are especially strong in the middle-distance and distance events. This should be interesting since this is where our strength lies also," says the fifth-year coach. "We'll definitely have to score in our strong events to win the meet."

IRISH NOTES: The cross-country, indoor and outdoor track teams held their banquet last night. The Most Valuable in cross-country went to junior John Flanigan while junior Chuck Aragon was tipped as the outstanding member of the track team. Senior Matt Can was honored as the Most Improved runner on the fall cross-country squad while Kevin Jenny nabbed that distinction for track.

Tomorrow's meet is scheduled to begin at noon-a time Piane hopes will encourage some spectators.

"The last event should start just before the Blue-Gold game so that students can go right from the meet to the game next door," explains Piane.

Rugby club to battle South Bend

Notre Dame's rugby squad closes its season tomorrow with a match against arch-rival South Bend. At 2 p.m. the site of the donnybrook had yet to determined. Notre Dame's rugby squad snapped last Sunday by Zahm. The Big Red from Dillon Hall defeated Flanner yesterday in the interhall soccer championship, notch­ ing Dillon it's second inter hall sports championship in four years. The Notre Dame men's tennis team will close out it's season.The Irish, who had their 14-match winning streak men 1-0, said Conally, "They're to be complimented on their play."

"We'll have to run very, very fast," Eastern Michigan has a go at club year in and year out. They've supplied many a hero to the Olympics including Hasley Crawford who won the Gold Medal in the 100 meter dash as Montreal in 1976. Crawford competed for the country of Trinidad and Tobago four years ago.

The Hurons, members of the Mid-American Conference, are strong in nearly all events according to Piane. They have people coming at you from everywhere. They are especially strong in the middle-distance and distance events. This should be interesting since this is where our strength lies also," says the fifth-year coach. "We'll definitely have to score in our strong events to win the meet."

IRISH NOTES: The cross-country, indoor and outdoor track teams held their banquet last night. The Most Valuable in cross-country went to junior John Flanigan while junior Chuck Aragon was tipped as the outstanding member of the track team. Senior Matt Can was honored as the Most Improved runner on the fall cross-country squad while Kevin Jenny nabbed that distinction for track.

Tomorrow's meet is scheduled to begin at noon-a time Piane hopes will encourage some spectators.

"The last event should start just before the Blue-Gold game so that students can go right from the meet to the game next door," explains Piane.

Rugby club to battle South Bend

The Notre Dame men's tennis team will close out it's season tomorrow with a match against arch-rival South Bend. At 2 p.m. the site of the donnybrook had yet to be determined. Notre Dame's rugby squad snapped last Sunday by Zahm. The Big Red from Dillon Hall defeated Flanner yesterday in the interhall soccer championship, notching Dillon it's second inter hall sports championship in four years. The Notre Dame men's tennis team will close out it's season.The Irish, who had their 14-match winning streak men 1-0, said Conally, "They're to be complimented on their play."

"We'll have to run very, very fast," Eastern Michigan has a go at club year in and year out. They've supplied many a hero to the Olympics including Hasley Crawford who won the Gold Medal in the 100 meter dash as Montreal in 1976. Crawford competed for the country of Trinidad and Tobago four years ago.

The Hurons, members of the Mid-American Conference, are strong in nearly all events according to Piane. They have people coming at you from everywhere. They are especially strong in the middle-distance and distance events. This should be interesting since this is where our strength lies also," says the fifth-year coach. "We'll definitely have to score in our strong events to win the meet."

IRISH NOTES: The cross-country, indoor and outdoor track teams held their banquet last night. The Most Valuable in cross-country went to junior John Flanigan while junior Chuck Aragon was tipped as the outstanding member of the track team. Senior Matt Can was honored as the Most Improved runner on the fall cross-country squad while Kevin Jenny nabbed that distinction for track.

Tomorrow's meet is scheduled to begin at noon-a time Piane hopes will encourage some spectators.

"The last event should start just before the Blue-Gold game so that students can go right from the meet to the game next door," explains Piane.

Rugby club to battle South Bend

The Notre Dame men's tennis team will close out it's season tomorrow with a match against arch-rival South Bend. At 2 p.m. the site of the donnybrook had yet to be determined. Notre Dame's rugby squad snapped last Sunday by Zahm. The Big Red from Dillon Hall defeated Flanner yesterday in the interhall soccer championship, notching Dillon it's second inter hall sports championship in four years. The Notre Dame men's tennis team will close out it's season. The Irish, who had their 14-match winning streak men 1-0, said Conally, "They're to be complimented on their play."

"We'll have to run very, very fast," Eastern Michigan has a go at club year in and year out. They've supplied many a hero to the Olympics including Hasley Crawford who won the Gold Medal in the 100 meter dash as Montreal in 1976. Crawford competed for the country of Trinidad and Tobago four years ago.

The Hurons, members of the Mid-American Conference, are strong in nearly all events according to Piane. They have people coming at you from everywhere. They are especially strong in the middle-distance and distance events. This should be interesting since this is where our strength lies also," says the fifth-year coach. "We'll definitely have to score in our strong events to win the meet."

IRISH NOTES: The cross-country, indoor and outdoor track teams held their banquet last night. The Most Valuable in cross-country went to junior John Flanigan while junior Chuck Aragon was tipped as the outstanding member of the track team. Senior Matt Can was honored as the Most Improved runner on the fall cross-country squad while Kevin Jenny nabbed that distinction for track.

Tomorrow's meet is scheduled to begin at noon-a time Piane hopes will encourage some spectators.

"The last event should start just before the Blue-Gold game so that students can go right from the meet to the game next door," explains Piane.

Rugby club to battle South Bend

The Notre Dame men's tennis team will close out it's season tomorrow with a match against arch-rival South Bend. At 2 p.m. the site of the donnybrook had yet to be determined. Notre Dame's rugby squad snapped last Sunday by Zahm. The Big Red from Dillon Hall defeated Flanner yesterday in the interhall soccer championship, notching Dillon it's second inter hall sports championship in four years. The Notre Dame men's tennis team will close out it's season. The Irish, who had their 14-match winning streak men 1-0, said Conally, "They're to be complimented on their play."

"We'll have to run very, very fast," Eastern Michigan has a go at club year in and year out. They've supplied many a hero to the Olympics including Hasley Crawford who won the Gold Medal in the 100 meter dash as Montreal in 1976. Crawford competed for the country of Trinidad and Tobago four years ago.
One of the themes for Dan Devine and his coaching staff in practice this spring was to work on game situations that have been taken from time-to-time in recent Notre Dame football campaigns.

Third-and-ten and goal line offenses and defenses were situations Devine and his braintrust have tried to simulate.

Saturday afternoon at 2 p.m., however, practice will turn into full scale game conditions when the Irish stage their annual Blue-Gold affair to wind up spring drills for 1980.

"Although we've tried to this year," said Devine, "you really can't practice game situation practice. In 13 years of coaching, I still come across games with situations I've never seen before."

"It's been a productive month of April for the Irish. Bad weather that cost the team extra workouts aside, Devine has seen marked improvement in crucial departments."

"We've gotten a message on every position," said Devine, "in terms of forward momentum towards the season that I can remember."

"I think this is one of the best springs, overall," said Yonto, "in terms of forward momentum towards the season that I can remember."

"The main purpose of spring drills is to evaluate a number of people at a number of positions, which is what we've been able to do to an adequate degree despite the injuries."

"Injuries new and old plague the Irish along with familiar complaints of sagging grades, but the vast number of absences does not bother sixth-year mentor Dan Devine a great deal."

"Injuries are a thing to be expected in spring if the people are trying to get in shape," said Devine. "You just have to fill in where you can."

"During drills, this team has developed a feeling that they're gonna win," added Devine.

"It has been the best spring I've played in around. Regardless of the weather and the fact that we didn't use up our 20 practices, all the coaches feel this way."

"Injuries, young and old, will not play in classic

by Beth Huffman

Many jerseys that will make diving catches, key tackles and touch-downs, crunching tackles and spectacular runs for four years at Notre Dame next season will be missing in the Blue Gold game's golden anniversary contest.

Facing names to Irish fans such as Pete Holohan, Dean Mazarak, Kevin Griffin, Scott Zetrek, Mark Czaja, Pete Buchanan and Steve Cichy will not don their uniforms.

"I'm just happy I get to start 10 games last year," said Buchanan. "When you miss the whole year—fall and spring—in the kind of disheartening I'll just have to come back in the fall and work that much harder."

"Our numbers 31 and 86 will not grace the field at Notre Dame Stadium tomorrow since Holohan and Mazarak will not see action. Holohan joins the spectator ranks this spring while concentrating on weak grades, and Mike Bouska will fill in at the flanker spot. Mazarak's injured hand will leave the Irish with Tony Hunter and Nick Velas as prime pass targets.

"I'm just happy I get to start 10 games last year," said Buchanan. "When you miss the whole year—fall and spring—in the kind of disheartening I'll just have to come back in the fall and work that much harder."

"I'm just happy I get to start 10 games last year," said Buchanan. "When you miss the whole year—fall and spring—in the kind of disheartening I'll just have to come back in the fall and work that much harder."

"I'm just happy I get to start 10 games last year," said Buchanan. "When you miss the whole year—fall and spring—in the kind of disheartening I'll just have to come back in the fall and work that much harder."

"I'm just happy I get to start 10 games last year," said Buchanan.


**An 'they're off— in quarterback derby**

by Bill Marquard

Sports Writer

The Irish quarterback derby has moved into the backstretch, and senior signal caller Mike Courey is a nose ahead of the rest of the pack.

Courey was tabbed by head coach Dan Devine as the starting quarterback for the blue squad (with the green jerseys) in tomorrow's annual Blue/Gold classic.

"After watching all of our quarterbacks in practice and evaluating thousands of feet of film, we football to start Mike," explained Devine.

"But the quarterback position is just one of 22 positions on the field as far as the coaching staff is concerned, and I'll be watching everyone carefully."

"I guess being awarded the starting role is a vote of confidence by the coaching staff," said Courey. "It should help me a little going into the game and next year."

One of the four Irish quarterbacks who saw action, Courey started in two games as the Irish offensive helm last year. He completed six of 13 passes with one interception and gained 49 yards. The Sioux City, Iowa native completed three of four attempts for 67 yards against Purdue and started Notre Dame's final game against Miami in Tokyo.

"In my only aerial attempts," Devine said, "I am happy with the progress I've made this spring, but there are still a few things I would like to improve.

"Our quarterback derby is very competitive. Kiel boasts equally impressive statistics. He threw for 4,216 yards and 39 touchdowns in his senior year, completing 291 of 592 passes. He also ran for 616 yards and 13 touchdowns.

But Kiel is a talented kicker as well, hitting 17 of 27 career field goal attempts, including two from 47 yards out. He also tallied 94 of 110 extra point attempts and averaged 38.4 yards on punt returns.

"I am not too concerned about our quarterback position," offered Devine, watching his team's spring practice. "As I said last year, quarterback will definitely not be our weakest position. Everyone worried about our quarterbacking last season and Rusty Linch ended up being picked in the fourth round of the NFL draft.

"The Irish are undeniably deep at the quarterback position, and two other time-tested seniors should get plenty of playing time tomorrow. McCormick Moeller High School product Tim Kriegel saw the most action behind Linch last season, playing in all 11 Irish games and starting for the injured Linch against Purdue.

Greg Krafele combines the disciplined style of Kriegel and the running tendencies of Courey. The senior Krafele threw only one pass last season, completing a 17-yard scoring toss to Dean Massrak on a fake field goal attempt against Purdue. The Green Bay, Wis. product played in nine games his sophomore year as a quarterback and holder of placement kicks, completing one of two passes against Air Force in his only aerial attempts.

"Going into spring drills, Tim, Mike, and I know that we would all have to work very hard," said Krafele. "I had a pretty good spring, but there are still a few things I would like to improve."

"I am happy with the progress I've made this spring," commented Courey. "There are still some aspects of the job I still have to work on, particularly some of the fundamentals."

"I am not disappointed with the progress of any of our quarterbacks," said Devine. "They have all had their good and bad practices, which is to be expected.

To make the competition even more intense for that starting spot behind center, the Irish have two of the top prep quarterback prospects in the country, Scott Grooms and Blair Kiel, joining the squad freshmen in August.

"They should help me a little going into the game and next year," said Courey.

"Some of the team to follow. "

"We met last week, and we got along really well," remembered Kiel. "It'll be both working to be the number one guy for the team, but we will both be working to make Notre Dame the best football team around.

The horses may be at the half mile post, but the smart money in this year's derby still has not been wagered.

Devine says Leadership starts with Irish tri-captains

by Frank LaGrutta

Sports Writer

"I rely heavily on my captains. I always have. I believe a good team must have good leadership from both the coaches and the up-and-comers on the squad and I think that leadership has to start with the captains," said Devine.

In his book, Fighting Back, former Notre Dame football captain, Rocky Bleier, talks of the tradition associated with the captains. "In my book, Fighting Back, former Notre Dame football captain, Rocky Bleier, talks of the tradition associated with the captains. "I asked God," recalls Bleier, "either to let me get married or make me the captain of the team."

"God, in His infinite wisdom, allowed Bleier to remain a bachelor until many years later. He did, however, grant his request to be a captain. Bleier was grateful on both counts. "It was a great honor to serve as captain," the Pittsburgh Steeler running back has said. "It's a big responsibility because everyone wants you to set an example.

The tradition that surrounds the position is unbelievable."

All of which is not lost on Bob Crable, who will join Tom Gibbons and Dan Devine as the three captains of next year's team.

"I am definitely honored that the coaches thought enough of me to make me a captain," admits the sophomore middle linebacker who will become the first junior since Willie Fry to serve in that capacity. "I have to say there is a lot of responsibility that comes with the job," he adds. "On the field, I'll try to play as hard as I always have to set an example but the real responsibility comes off the field because everyone watches the captains to see how they behave."

"You might say the captains are under a microscope and, as such, they have to set the standard for the rest of the team to follow."

"Our quarterback derby is very competitive. Kiel boasts equally impressive statistics. He threw for 4,216 yards and 39 touchdowns in his senior year, completing 291 of 592 passes. He also ran for 616 yards and 13 touchdowns.

But Kiel is a talented kicker as well, hitting 17 of 27 career field goal attempts, including two from 47 yards out. He also tallied 94 of 110 extra point attempts and averaged 38.4 yards on punt returns.
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Coash takes 14-0 mark to regionals

by Kelly Sullivan
Women's Sports Editor

A look at Saint Mary's tennis section. Schedule shows one singles player Panny Coash has a tough act to follow next year herself.

Just a freshman, Coash could have played a more perfect game. She rolled to 11 straight games and finally won the Division III State Championship in number one singles. This was followed up by partner Maureen Fitzgerald to capture the title in first-singles doubles as well. This spring, the Kalamazoo Michigan native proved no less competent, completing another undefeated season en route to regional play May 15-17.

With credentials like that, one is tempted to think Coash had been gripping a tennis racquet all her life. Not so, says Panny.

Although I've always been in athletics (an MVP recipient in high school volleyball and track), I really didn't start playing tennis until I was about 12. Being a golfer, my father was coaching through high school and I played a summer circuit that did a lot for my game.

Coash collected plenty of hardware for her high school accomplishments, including state finalist and All-American honors every year. That kind of recognition hasn't let up for the Bellies' names, named Most Valuable Player and Athlete of the Year at Saint Mary's awards banquet last week.

Despite the pressures attached to winning any single, Panny constantly kept her head up and led the team, as well as the number one singles player, to their first state title.

"I don't feel a lot of pressure right now, but if I keep winning I'm bound to. I'd love to go on one more and then my dad will have to leave the pressure on the rest of the girls.

This month's regionals will be Coash's last chance to compete nationally in a Saint Mary's uniform. She plans to transfer to the University of South Florida in January to major in speech pathology, a program not offered at Saint Mary's.

I've worked at a rehabilitation center for a few years and I've decided I'd like to teach deaf children when I graduate.

Panny plans to play tennis for USF, whose program she describes, as "much more intense. But the Holy Cross residence has no regrets about her year and a half at Saint Mary's.

"It's been all here," she remarked, "If they had my major here I'd stay because it'd be easier.

Provost appoints Weigert

Dr. Andrew J. Weigert, provost for social and cultural anthropology at Notre Dame, has been chosen as Provost by President Professor Timothy O'Meara, provost.
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Lost & Found
Found: Pair of appointments in white case. Call 3091 to claim.
Found: Coat from Lyons. Call 4101 for return.
Lost: Man's watch near dorm Friday in Grace Area. Call 277-7185.

For Rent
Several Houses for Rent. Summer only, will accommodate any number of students. For questions call Greg after 3 p.m. or Peter. 233-6208.
House or individual Room for summer, by the month or semester. Call 233-1716.
Staying for the Summer? Renters allowed. Share one or 2 bedroom house, close to campus if interested. Call 233-6068.
Riders wanted to C.P.A. trip to Indy. Call Kevin at 1377.
Ride from NYC to N.J. for $75 in car or $100 by bus. Call 332-6068.
Lost: Three-strand silver necklace with pearls. Please call 277-0598 if found. Reward.
Lost: Wool-lined blazer. Call 233-1036.

For Sale
Sale: PH-D plus Black-Blue Trim Cap size 7 and seven-fourth. Four buttons. 100% wool. Conne, my night editors, Lefty, and Craig convey, my night editors, Lefty, and Craig.
For Sale: Large floor mirror and extra clothes hanger. $50.

Ticket:
Tickets: Mafia Gatoffter wants to see me graduate. If you got tickets for me, 291-6122.

Personal:
D: O.: Write me, Christopher Robin. I'm going to miss you and your little dog, rebo. Want to come and see you and your dog, rebo. Sending you my best wishes for your happy time back in England.

Classifieds
Irish wrap up season...

by Mike Henry

The fighting Irish baseball squad will wrap up the 1980 regular season tomorrow (Friday) with a record-setting game against Michigan State at the Ballpark at Comerica Park in Detroit. The game, scheduled to begin at 1:00 PM, will pit the Irish against Beverly Green, the Michigan State’s second baseman.

One of those six seniors who have long been advocates of a greater lacrosse program at Notre Dame is co-captain Mike Norton, a midfielder from Virginia. Norton, junior Carl Lundblad and freshman Danny Pace have combined to form a strong and high scoring midfile for the Irish. Norton has topped in hits and assists this season and has added four goals this season for Notre Dame this year.

A third midfielder rounds out the list of active seniors on the team roster Brett Jackson, a Crete, Ill., product, has scored four goals this season and adds one assist for the Irish in his final season with the club.

The most frustrated but dedicated player for the Irish is club president Bob Gilent. The Lake Forest, Ill. native has been hampered by a knee injury and has seen minimal action at the midfield position for the past two seasons.

"I think that the leadership of the seniors has been a very important factor this season," says coach Rich O’Leary. "Our dependence on them has really been relying on them this season.

Next season, the Irish will be competing in the tough Mid- West Lacrosse League with such lacrosse powerhouses as Ohio State, Denison, and Ohio Wesleyan.

"We’re looking for strong leadership for next year because of the demanding competition in the Midwest League," says O’Leary. 

A positive note for the Irish next year might be the fact that one, that being home runs. With six batters hitting over .300, the Irish have been more than capable of offsetting the opposition’s longball tactics. Heading the list was first baseman Tom Slaby, currently hitting .391 clip. Sophomore Chuck Tasch, who did not start at the center of the campaign but was highly decorated in his senior year, is hitting .380 in the leadoff spot.

Dinger ends career

by Mike Henry

The first thing that attracts you to Mark Simendinger is the smile, accentuated by his infectious twinkle and a friendly quip, or "I'm gonna beat his ass," says coach, Clayton Simendinger.

The Irish have been long-time supporters of a native who has been hampered by a knee injury and has seen minimal action at the midfield position for the past two seasons.

Dinger is just two points shy of breaking Bob Thibodeau’s record of 24.5 per game for coach Bernie Washington, the team’s all-time leader in scoring total. In fact, Dinger’s career total of 13 points while playing more than half of his games has been a very impressive feat.

One of those six seniors who have long been advocates of a greater lacrosse program at Notre Dame is co-captain Mike Norton, a midfielder from Virginia. Norton, junior Carl Lundblad and freshman Danny Pace have combined to form a strong and high scoring midfile for the Irish. Norton has topped in hits and assists this season and has added four goals this season for Notre Dame this year.

A third midfielder rounds out the list of active seniors on the team roster Brett Jackson, a Crete, Ill., product, has scored four goals this season and adds one assist for the Irish in his final season with the club.

The most frustrated but dedicated player for the Irish is club president Bob Gilent. The Lake Forest, Ill. native has been hampered by a knee injury and has seen minimal action at the midfield position for the past two seasons.

"I think that the leadership of the seniors has been a very important factor this season," says coach Rich O’Leary. "Our dependence on them has really been relying on them this season.

Next season, the Irish will be competing in the tough Mid- West Lacrosse League with such lacrosse powerhouses as Ohio State, Denison, and Ohio Wesleyan.

"We’re looking for strong leadership for next year because of the demanding competition in the Midwest League," says O’Leary. 

A positive note for the Irish next year might be the fact that one, that being home runs. With six batters hitting over .300, the Irish have been more than capable of offsetting the opposition’s longball tactics. Heading the list was first baseman Tom Slaby, currently hitting .391 clip. Sophomore Chuck Tasch, who did not start at the center of the campaign but was highly decorated in his senior year, is hitting .380 in the leadoff spot.

Dinger’s contributions this season make last year’s .343 average and co-MVP award seem even more impressive.
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